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Abstract—In this paper, we consider an non-ideal successive
interference cancellation (SIC) receiver based imperfect non-
orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) schemes whose performance
is limited by three factors: 1) Power disparity & sensitivity
constraints (PDSCs), 2) Intra-cluster interference (ICRI), and 3)
Intercell-interference (ICI). By quantifying the residual interfer-
ence with a fractional error factor (FEF), we show that NOMA
cannot always perform better than orthogonal multiple access
(OMA) especially under certain receiver sensitivity and FEF
levels. Assuming the existence of an offline/online ICI manage-
ment scheme, the proposed solution accounts for the ICI which
is shown to deteriorate the NOMA performance particularly
when it becomes significant compared to the ICRI. Then, a dis-
tributed cluster formation (CF) and power-bandwidth allocation
(PBA) approach are proposed for downlink (DL) heterogeneous
networks (HetNets) operating on the imperfect NOMA. We
develop a hierarchically distributed solution methodology where
BSs independently form clusters and distributively determine
the power-bandwidth allowance of each cluster. A generic CF
scheme is obtained by creating a multi-partite graph (MPG)
via partitioning user equipments (UEs) with respect to their
channel gains since NOMA performance is primarily determined
by the channel gain disparity of cluster members. A sequential
weighted bi-partite matching method is proposed for solving the
resulted weighted multi-partite matching problem. Thereafter,
we present a hierarchically distributed PBA approach which
consists of the primary master, secondary masters, and slave
problems. For a given cluster power and bandwidth pair, optimal
power allocations and Lagrange multipliers of slave problems
are derived in closed-form. While power allowance of clusters
is updated by the secondary masters based on dual variables of
slave problems, bandwidth proportions of clusters are iteratively
allocated by the primary master as per the utility achieved by the
secondary masters at the previous iteration. Finally, the proposed
CF and PBA approaches under the operation of imperfect NOMA
are investigated and compared to the OMA scheme by extensive
simulations results in DL-HetNets.
Index Terms—Imperfect SIC, residual interference, intra-cell
interference, inter-cell interference, hierarchical decomposition,
distributed resource allocation. multi-partite matching.
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I. INTRODUCTION
ULTRA-DENSE networks have been considered to be apromising solution for the fifth generation (5G) networks
as network densification has the ability to boost network
coverage and capacity while reducing operational and capital
expenditures [1]. However, traditional HetNets dedicate radio
resources to a certain user equipment (UE) either in time or
frequency domains, i.e., orthogonal multiple access (OMA),
where the number of served UEs at a given time instant is
strictly limited by the availability of the radio resources. Con-
sidering the expected explosive number of devices, required
massive connectivity necessitates more spectrum efficient ac-
cess schemes with extended coverage.
In this regard, non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) has
recently attracted attention by permitting to share the same
radio resources among a set of UEs [2], which is also referred
to as a NOMA cluster. In particular, NOMA has the capability
of providing a higher spectral efficiency while supporting a
large number of UEs over the same radio resource. Employ-
ing successive interference cancellation (SIC), power domain
NOMA can serve multiple UEs at different power levels by
ensuring that some UEs can cancel some others’ interference
out before decoding their own signal. In order to differentiate
the desired signal from noise and undecoded signals, the SIC
receivers require the disparity of received power levels with
a hardware sensitivity gap [3], which is referred to as power
disparity and sensitivity constraints (PDSCs). Moreover, SIC
receivers can still observe some residual interference after
cancellation due to the propagation of detection and estima-
tion errors, which is often quantified with a fractional error
factor [4]. In such a case, the ICRI is mainly because of
the uncancellable interference and residual interference due
to SIC inefficiency. Hence, performance gain achieved by
NOMA is primarily limited by imperfections and constraints
of SIC receivers and power control policy. Furthermore, cluster
formation strategy is an inherently crucial aspect to maximize
the benefit offered by NOMA as it is shown that NOMA gain
is determined by channel gain discrepancy of cluster members
[5]. Due to its combinatorial nature, CF is a challenging task
to accomplish especially in HetNets and necessitates a fast yet
high-performance clustering methods.
In NOMA based downlink (DL) heterogeneous networks
(HetNets), all clusters compete for a commonly shared band-
width whereas clusters within a certain cell contend for the
available power of the serving base station (BS). On the
other hand, members of a cluster have to share the total
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power allocated by the BS to their cluster. Taking all these
different entities and inter-dependencies into consideration, a
centralized CF and PBA scheme require an excessive amount
of message passing and coordination among the BSs. To over-
come such a communication overhead, it is desirable to have
a distributed CF and PBA approach where BSs independently
form their own clusters and decide on power and bandwidth
allowances, which is the main focus of this paper.
A. Related Works
Recent efforts on power domain NOMA can be exemplified
as follows: In [3], authors formed clusters based on channel
gain ordering and derive closed-form power allocations for
a given cluster power and bandwidth pair. The impact of
UE selection/clustering is investigated in [5] for a two-UE
DL-NOMA system with fixed and cognitive radio inspired
power allocation schemes. The work in [6] addressed max-min
fair UE clustering problem using three different sub-optimal
approaches. Authors of [7] iteratively built clusters where each
iteration jointly optimize beam-forming and power allocation
for given clusters. Another work considered beam-forming and
power allocation of a multiuser multiple-input-multiple-output
(MIMO) NOMA system where two-UE clusters are formed
from high and low channel gain UEs with the consideration of
channel gain correlations [8]. We investigate cluster formation
and resource allocation problems for DL and UL HetNets in
[9] and [10], respectively.
Joint power and channel allocation for the NOMA system
are addressed in [11] wherein a near optimal solution was pro-
posed by combining Lagrangian duality and dynamic program-
ming. By using Lyapunov optimization framework, the short
and long-term network utility is maximized by joint data rate
and power control in [12]. In [13], authors study the problem
of resource optimization, mode selection and power allocation
in wireless cellular networks under the assumption of full-
duplex NOMA capability and queue stability constraints. Sun
et. al. considered joint power and subcarrier allocation for full-
duplex multi-carrier (MC) NOMA systems for UL and DL
transmission of a single BS [14]. MC-NOMA is also studied
in [15] where authors jointly design the power and rate allo-
cation, user scheduling, and successive SIC decoding policy
to minimize the power consumption. In [16], the power is
controlled to achieve the different objective for given channel
allocations. Sub-Channel assignment, power allocation, and
user scheduling are addressed by formulating the sub-channel
assignment problem as equivalent to a many-to-many two-
sided user-subchannel matching game [17]. By only utilizing
a single scalar, an α-fairness approach is developed to achieve
different UE fairness levels in [18]. In [19], authors investi-
gated resource allocation for hybrid NOMA system subject
to proportional rate constraints. The work in [20] focused
on resource allocation in energy-cooperation enabled two-tier
NOMA HetNets with energy harvesting BSs. Authors of [21]
allocated spectrum and power using a many-to-one matching
game and sequential convex programming, respectively.
Since it can cause severe performance degradation, a practi-
cal design of NOMA must account for real-life imperfections
which can be a result of imperfect channel state information
(CSI), residual interference due to the FEF, or PDSCs of SIC
receivers. In [22], authors investigate the impact of partial
CSI on the performance of the NOMA networks. They first
consider an imperfect CSI model where the BS and UEs
have an estimate of the channel and a priori knowledge of
the variance of the estimation error. Analytical and numerical
findings demonstrated that the average sum rate of NOMA
systems can always outperform conventional OMA. Based
on the second order statistics, authors show that NOMA is
still superior to conventional OMA. In opportunistic one-bit
feedback has been used for NOMA in [23] where a closed-
form expression for the common outage probability is derived
along with the optimal diversity gains under short and long-
term power constraints. As discussed in [24], the SIC receiver
performance is mainly determined by the tradeoff between
computational complexity and error propagation during the
interference cancellation (IC) process. Albeit their significant
contributions, to the best of authors’ knowledge, none of the
aforementioned works consider the residual interference due
to the SIC error propagation. Excluding [3], these works also
do not take the PDSCs and cluster formation design into
account. Furthermore, challenges of the HetNet environment
is only addressed in [20], [21] where authors do not consider a
distributed approach. To the best of our knowledge, this paper
is the first work to consider an imperfect NOMA with residual
interference and to develop a distributed CF and PBA for DL-
HetNets.
B. Main Contributions
Our main contributions can be summarized as follows:
‚ In practice, constraints and imperfections of SIC receivers
constitute a limiting factor on the achievable gain by
NOMA. This work is the first to consider the impacts
of residual interference on NOMA performance due to
the non-ideality of the SIC receivers. Although our work
is not aimed at proposing an ICI management scheme,
the proposed power allocation method is also capable of
accounting for the leftover ICI from any offline/online
ICI management scheme. Obtained results demonstrate
that NOMA cannot always perform better than the OMA
under certain FEF levels and receiver sensitivity values. It
is also shown that being agnostic to the ICI can severely
degrade the performance especially when it becomes
significant in comparison with the ICRI, which clearly
indicates the necessity for an effective ICI management
scheme.
‚ After formulating a centralized CF and PBA as an mixed-
integer non-linear programming (MINLP) problem, we
develop a distributed solution methodology where BSs
independently form clusters and determine the power-
bandwidth allowance of each cluster. Noting that existing
solutions have contended to basic NOMA clusters of size
two, a generic CF scheme is obtained by creating a multi-
partite graph (MPG) via partitioning UEs with respect
to their channel gains. A sequential weighted bi-partite
matching (WBM) method is proposed for solving the
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Table of Notations
Not. Description
C Set of C BSs, C fi tc| 0 ď c ď Su where c “ 0 is the MBS.
U Set of U UEs, U fi Ťc Uc where Uc is the set of Uc UEs of BSc
R Set of all clusters, R fi ŤcRc where Rc is the set of Rc clusters.
Krc Set of users belong to rth cluster of BSc, 1 ď r ď Rc, 1 ď c ď C.
Pc BS transmission power, i.e., Pc “ Pm{Pc “ Ps for MBS/SBSs.
N0 Noise power spectral density.
B Total available bandwidth for all UEs.
αic,r Binary variable for cluster membership relations.
$rc Total power fraction allocated for clusters,
ř
r $
r
c ď 1.
ωic,r Power allocation variable, ω
i
c,r ď αic,r ,
ř
iPKrc ω
i
c,r ď $rc .
θrc Bandwidth allocated to UEs within Krc , θrc P r0, 1s,
ř
c,r θ
r
c ď 1.
γic,r SINR of UEi P Krc .
i SIC error factor of UEi.
p∆ Receiver sensitivity og UEi.
gic Composite channel gain from BSc to UEi.
Cic,r Achievable capacity of UEi which requires Cic,r ě C¯ic,r
Lc Affordable number of cancellations.
Rc Number of clusters of BSc, Rc “ rUc{Lcs.
P`c Set of UE partitions of BSc, 0 ď ` ď Lc.
Er,sc,l Edge weights for multi-partite graphs.
Lrc Lagrange function related to Krc .
λrc Lag. multiplier related to cluster power consumption.
µic,r Lag. multiplier related to QoS constraint of UEi
ϕic,r Lag. multiplier related to PDSC of UEi.
ν{υ Step size for updates of distributed algorithm.
ρic,r Composite parameter defined as ρ
i
c,r fi N0Bθ
r
c pPcgicq´1.
qic,r Composite parameter defined as q
i
c,r fi 2
C¯ic,r{Bθrc .
∆ic Composite parameter defined as ∆
i
c fi p∆pPcgicq´1.
TABLE I: Table of Notations
resulted weighted multi-partite matching (WMM) based
CF problem in cubic order. If edges are merely weighted
by the channel gain disparity of UEs, it is proven that the
complexity of solving the WMM can even be reduced to
quasi-linear order without executing any matching algo-
rithm. Obtained results show that proposed CF delivers
a performance very close to the exhaustive centralized
solution with a significantly reduced processing load.
‚ By employing primal and dual decomposition methods,
we propose a hierarchically distributed PBA approach
which consists of a primary master problem, secondary
master problems, and slave problems. For a given cluster
power and bandwidth allowance, optimal power allo-
cations and Lagrange multipliers of imperfect NOMA
are derived in closed-form subject to PDSCs and QoS
constraints. Closed-form solutions are used by secondary
master problems to update total power allowance of clus-
ters. Based on achieved cluster utilities, the primary mas-
ter problem iteratively updates the bandwidth allowances
to maximize the network utility and broadcasts updated
bandwidth allocations to the BSs. Finally, we show that
proposed algorithm greatly reduces the communication
overhead and investigate the NOMA performance in
comparison with OMA under different BS density, traffic
offloading bias factor, UE density, and cluster size sce-
narios for DL-HetNets.
C. Notations and Paper Organization
Throughout the paper, sets and their cardinality are denoted
with calligraphic and regular uppercase letters (e.g., |A| “ A),
respectively. Vectors and matrices are represented in lowercase
Fig. 1: Illustration of clustering and traffic offloading in DL-HetNets.
and uppercase boldfaces (e.g., a and A), respectively. Super-
scripts c, r, and i are used for indexing BSs/cells, clusters, and
UEs, respectively. The optimal values of variables are always
marked with superscript ‹, e.g., xi,‹c,r and y‹c,r.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II introduces the system model along with constraints and
imperfections of SIC. Section III first formulates the optimal
CF and PBA problem. Section IV and Section V address
proposed CF and distributed PBA methods, respectively. Nu-
merical results are presented in Section VI and Section VII
concludes the paper with a few remarks.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Network Model
We consider DL transmission of a 2-tiered HetNet where
each tier represents a particular cell class, i.e., tier-1 consists of
a single macrocell and tier-2 comprises of smallcells as shown
in Fig. 1. Denoting the number of small BSs (SBSs) as S, the
index set of all BSs is represented by C “ tc| 0 ď c ď Su
where c “ 0 and 1 ď c ď S represent the macro BS
(MBS) and SBSs, respectively. We note that the terms BS,
cell and their indices are used interchangeably throughout the
paper. Maximum transmission powers of BSs are generically
denoted as Pc which equals to Pm and Ps for the MBS and
SBSs, respectively. Furthermore, index set of all U fi
ř
c Uc
UEs is given as U fi Ťc Uc where Uc is the set of Uc UEs
associated with BSc. UE-BS association is based on received
signal strength (RSS) information with a certain offloading
bias factor [25], [26]. A simple traffic offloading example is
shown in Fig. 1 where yellow-colored circles represent the
offloading regions corresponding to different bias factors and
blue-colored stars represent the UEs offloaded from the MBS.
Likewise, the set of all R clusters are denoted as R fi ŤcRc
where Rc is the set of Rc clusters of BSc. Hence, Uc is
partitioned into Rc clusters such that Krc symbolizes the set
of Kc UEs within cluster r, that is, Uc “ ŤrPRc Krc and
Rc “
Q
Uc
Kc
U
. Cluster Krc is allowed to utilize θrc P r0, 1s portion
of the entire DL bandwidth, B, @c, r. Since each cluster has
its own dedicated bandwidth, total number of clusters and
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bandwidth proportions are equivalent. Also noting that all Rc
clusters of cell c share the DL transmission power of the BSc,
power fraction allocated for Krc is defined as $rc P r0, 1s,ř
rPRc $
r
c ď 1, @c.
B. Imperfections and Constraints of SIC
The SIC receiver first decodes the stronger interferences and
then subtracts them from the broadcasted signal until they ob-
tain the desired signal. Accordingly, the received interference
strengths are required to be sufficiently higher in comparison
to the intended signal for a successful IC process. Accordingly,
BSs broadcast the superposed signals with low power level for
high channel gain UEs and high power level signals for low
channel gain UEs. In this case, the highest channel gain UE
can cancel all the interference while being allocated to the
lowest power level. On the other hand, the lowest channel
gain UE cannot cancel any interference while being allocated
to the highest power level. In such a way that the performance
of the entire cluster is enhanced in a fair manner.
To be more specific, let us now focus on cluster r of
BSc, Krc “ ti| αic,r “ 1, gi´1c ě gic ě gi`1c ,@iu where
αic,r P t0, 1u is a binary indicator for the cluster membership
and cluster members are sorted in the descending order of
the channel gains, gic, without loss of generality. Such clusters
are demonstrated in Fig. 1 with green circles around the UEs,
for example, first cluster of the MBS is K10 “ t1, 3, 5, 7, 10u.
As per SIC principles, NOMA allocates transmission power
weights as ωi´1c,r ă ωic,r ă ωi`1c,r , @i P Krc , hence, normalized
received power at UEi is given as
Cancellable Signalshkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkkkkkj
ω
Krc
c,r g
i
c ą . . . ą ωi`1c,r gic ąlooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon
Higher Rank Decoding Order: Ohi
Desiredhkikj
ωic,rg
i
clomon
Signal
Uncancellable Signalshkkkkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkkkkj
ą ωi´1c,r gic ą . . . ą ωic,rgicloooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon
Lower Rank Decoding Order: O`i
(1)
where normalization is with respect to BS transmission power
Pc, Ohi “ ti ` 1, . . . ,Krc u is the higher rank decoding order
set, and O`i “ t1, . . . , iu is the lower rank decoding order
set for UEi. UEi can only cancel the interference induced
by higher rank members, while interference from lower rank
members cannot be decoded as they are weaker than the
desired signal. Furthermore, the hardware sensitivity of the
SIC receivers requires a minimum signal-to-interference-plus-
noise-ratio (SINR) to distinguish intended signals from noise.
Therefore, power disparity & sensitivity constraints (PDSCs)
can be expressed in linear scale as [3]
Pcω
j
c,rg
i
c ´
j´1ÿ
k“i
Pcω
k
c,rg
i
c ě p∆, @ UEi,@ UEj P Ohi (2)
where p∆ denotes the hardware sensitivity. The intuition
behind (2) is that during the IC process of UEj P Ohi , receiver
of UEi observes undecoded signals of UEk P Ohi , j ą k,
as noise. Moreover, a non-ideal SIC observes some residual
interference due to the error propagation which is caused by
detection and estimation errors [24]. Accordingly, a generic
SINR representation of the imperfect SIC receiver is given as
γic,r “
ωic,rα
i
c,rř
lPO`i
lPKrc
ωlc,rα
l
c,r ` i
ř
jPOhi
jPKrc
ωjc,rα
j
c,r ` ρic,r
(3)
where the first two terms of the denominator characterize the
ICRI, 0 ď i ď 1 is the fractional error factor (i.e., 1´i can be
regarded as the SIC efficiency) which determines the residual
interference after the IC, ρic,r fi
Iici`N0Bθrc
Pcgic
, Iici is ICI
generated by UEs located at different macrocell coverage area
and cannot be canceled by the SIC receiver 1, B is the entire
DL bandwidth, and N0 is the thermal noise power spectral
density. We must note that the ICI can have a significantly
negative impact on the NOMA performance in Het-Nets.
Indeed, it can be handled by adopting the existing interference
management schemes of traditional OMA networks, which
can be classified as offline (e.g., fractional frequency reuse,
sectorization or spatial reuse) and online (silencing, dynamic
spectrum access, cooperative beamforming, cooperative multi-
point transmission,etc.) techniques [27], [28]. Although the
remainder of the paper factors the ICI in the optimal power
allocation scheme, our contributions do not include developing
ICI management schemes. Hence, the capacity achievable by
UEi is given by
Cic,r “ B
ÿ
c,r
θrc log2p1` γic,rq. (4)
Even if this work assumes a perfect CSI estimation, uncer-
tainty about CSI is crucial from two aspects: First, power
allocations obtained based on imperfect CIS can considerably
degrade the NOMA performance due to the increasing impact
of intra-cluster interference. Second, although small and fast
fading component may not have a significant effect on the
channel gain order, large-scale fading should still be estimated
with sufficient accuracy to reduce the impacts of CSI estima-
tion errors on the clustering strategy2.
III. CLUSTER FORMATION AND POWER BANDWIDTH
ALLOCATION
In a HetNet, determining optimal values for integer-valued
cluster numbers/sizes and binary valued UE-cluster associ-
ations yields high computational complexity. Furthermore,
highly non-convex nature of PBA problem induces an extra
complexity to achieve optimal performance. A generic CF
policy may consider all UEs as potential candidates for all
clusters, which has a high time complexity in the order
of O
`
2UˆR
˘
for an exhaustive CF solution. Since clusters
can be formed among UEs associated with different BSs,
such an approach also necessitates a low-latency and robust
coordination among the BSs in order to decide on clusters
and optimal transmission power levels, which requires the
exchange of channel gains and decoded signals to perform SIC
1Notice that a dominant ICI can decrease the SIC efficiency (i.e., increase
) due to the failure in the decoding process.
2Even though it is out of this paper’s scope, extending the proposed methods
to a robust optimization framework is necessary to account for CSI estimation
errors.
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locally and naturally yields a high communication overhead.
However, we consider a more practical scenario where BSs
independently form clusters among their UEs such that the
order of time complexity can be reduced to O
`
2UcˆRc
˘
,@c. In
this way, a distributed CF and PBA approach can be developed
as each BS is responsible for CF and PBA of its own UEs.
In what follows, we first formulate a centralized joint CF
and PBA problem and then present the proposed distributed
solution.
A. Centralized CF and PBA
The centralized CF and PBA problem can be formulated as
in Po where we make the following assumptions: 1) A UE
can be associated with exactly one cluster at a time and 2) The
cluster size is determined by ensuring that the highest channel
gain UE can cancel all other cluster members. In particular, the
first assumption enables us to decompose the entire problem
into sub-problems and develop a hierarchically distributed
PBA scheme. On the other hand, BSc locally allocates a certain
power fraction of its available DL transmission power to its
own clusters, $rc ,@c, r.
Po : max
α,θ,ω,$
B
ÿ
c
ÿ
rPRc
θrc
ÿ
iPKrc
log2p1` γic,rq
C1o: s.t.
ÿ
r
αic,r “ 1, @c, i
C2o:
ÿ
i
αic,r ď Kc, @c, r
C3o:
ÿ
i
ωic,r ď $rc , @c,@r
C4o:
ÿ
r
$rc ď 1, @c
C5o:
ÿ
r
θrc ď 1,
C6o: 0 ď ωic,rαic,r ´ qic,r
˜
i´1ÿ
j“1
ωjc,rα
j
c,r
`i
Krcÿ
k“i`1
ωkc,rα
j
c,r ` β
r
c{ρic,r‚˛, @c,@r,@i
C7o: 0 ď ωic,rαic,r ´
i´1ÿ
j“1
ωjc,rα
j
c,r ´∆ic, @i ą 1
C8o: ω
i
c,r, $
r
c , θc P r0, 1s, αic,r P t0, 1u,
In Po, C1o ensures that a UE is assigned to only one cluster
and C2o puts an upper bound on the number of UEs within
a cluster by Kc which is determined based on the affordable
number of ICs by UEs that is a design parameter and denoted
by Lc. While C3o limits the power consumption of Krc to the
fraction $rc , C
4
o restricts the total amount of clusters’ power
weights to available BSc power. Likewise, C5o constrains the
sum of cluster bandwidths to the available total bandwidth, B.
C6o introduces the QoS requirements where q
i
c,r fi 2
Cic,r{Bθrc
r
c
r
c  ,
11, cc 
cR
c
cR
c  ,
r
c
r
c  ,
cR
c
cR
c  ,
11 , cc 
r
cUc
1
c
r
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Fig. 2: Schematic illustration of the proposed hierarchically dis-
tributed solution.
and Cic,r is the data rate demand of UEi3. Since clusters
are assumed to have dedicated spectrum, cluster index r also
represents the subcarrier indexes. C6o present PDSCs where
∆ic fi p∆{Pcgic . Finally, variable domains are defined in C8o
where the power allocation for UEu on cluster r is set to zero
(0 ď ωuc,r ď αuc,r) if UEu R Krc .
Po is apparently a MINLP problem which requires imprac-
tical time complexity even for moderate sizes of HetNets. As
a fast yet high performance suboptimal solution methodology
is of the essence to employ NOMA in practice, we develop a
solution methodology by decoupling this hard problem into CF
and PBA subproblems, which is desirable to obtain a tractable
solution methodology and also durable as it is already shown
that the NOMA performance gain is primarily determined by
channel gain disparity of the cluster members [5].
B. Distributed CF and PBA
Let us first classify the type of network resources based
on the following hierarchical relationship: The bandwidth
proportion θrc is a primary-global resource in which BSs
compete for their clusters. Therefore, θrc and
ř
c,r θ
r
c ď 1 are
primary-global coupling variable and complicating constraint
among the BSs, respectively. Likewise, as each BS has its own
power source, the fraction of total transmission power $rc is a
secondary-global resource in which clusters contend for their
members. Hence, $rc and
ř
r$
r
c ď 1 are secondary-global
coupling variable and complicating constraint for BSc clusters,
respectively. On the other hand, ωic,r is a local resource needed
by cluster members UEi P Krc to satisfy PDSCs and QoS
constraints. Thus, ωic,r and
ř
iPKrc ω
i
c,r ď $rc are secondary-
global coupling variable and complicating constraint for clus-
ter members, respectively.
Exploiting this hierarchical relation and decomposability
of the problem, CF and PBA problem can be solved in a
distributed manner as shown in Fig. 2 where each BS can
form its own clusters by decoupling binary clustering variable
α from power-bandwidth variables because the achievable
3 qic,r is obtained from 4 which reduces a single term due to the C
1
o.
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performance gain of NOMA has shown to be mainly deter-
mined by the channel gain disparity of the cluster members
[5]. Thereafter, decomposition methods is applied to given
cluster formations in order to conclude the optimal power
and bandwidth portions in a distributed manner as follows: A
central unit (preferably the MBS) is responsible for primary-
master problem M1 which decides on bandwidth portions θ
as per the utility achieved by each cluster. Depending upon
the bandwidth allocated by M1, θc, BSc is responsible for its
own secondary-master problem Mc2 in order to determine the
power fraction $c for clusters of BSc, @c. Finally, Mc2 is fur-
ther divided into Rc slave problems which maximize the total
cluster utility for a certain bandwidth θrc and power fraction
$rc given by primary and secondary masters, respectively.
IV. WEIGHTED MULTI-PARTITE MATCHING BASED CF
In our proposed solution, BSc independently forms Rc
clusters among UEs P Uc in a distributed fashion. Therefore,
let us omit the cluster indices and consider the CF of a single
BS without loss of generality. Denoting the affordable number
of ICs as Lc, the maximum size of clusters is limited by
Kc “ Lc ` 1 as the highest channel gain UE within a cluster
can cancel interference of at most Lc UEs. From multi-user
detection theory it is known that the capacity region of NOMA
improves with the channel gain disparity of users. Since the
performance gap between NOMA and OMA schemes are
primarily determined by the channel gain disparity of cluster
members [5], the proposed clustering method tries to maximize
overall channel gain disparity.
Accordingly, we develop a matching theory based clus-
tering algorithm by partitioning the UE index set of BSc,
Uc “ ti | gic ą gi`1c , 1 ď i ď Ucu, into Lc` 1 disjoint channel
gain levels, i.e.,
P`c “ ti | i P Uc; p`´ 1qRc ` 1 ď i ď minp`Rc, Ucqu, (5)
where 1 ď ` ď Kc, Rc “ rUc{Lcs is the number of
clusters/sub-carriers of Uc as a function of the cluster size
and P`1c X P`c “ H, @`1 ‰ `. That is, intra-partition and
inter-partition channel gains are in descending order (i.e.,
gic ě gjc , i, j P P`c , @i ă j), and the lowest channel gain
within P`c is higher than all channel gains within P`
1
c , @`1 ą `.
Notice that the partitioning in (5) requires sort of channel
gains and has therefore a time complexity of OpUc logUcq.
Pictorially, one can also think of partitions as UEs falling into
non-overlapping spatial ring zones in a free-space path loss
channel model as shown in Fig. 1.
The partitioning yields a multi-partite graph (MPG) as
depicted in Fig. 3 where edge weight from ith element of
Psc to jth element of Ps`1c is denoted as E i,jc,s. Note that
solving weighted multi-partite matching (WMM) is still a
hard problem. Hence, we propose a sequential WMM scheme
where sequence s is modeled as a weighted bi-partite matching
(WBM) between partitions Psc and Ps`1c , 1 ď s ď Lc. In Fig.
3, for example, the sequential formation of first cluster K1c is
highlighted in red colors. Note that proposed WMM is general
enough to apply different clustering purposes by just changing
the edge weight design. Each matching sequence of WMM is
1,1
r,1
Rc,1
1,2
r,2
Rc,2
1,L-1
r,L-1
Rc,L-1
1,L
r,L
Rc,L
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
P P P
K c1
c
1
c
2
c
L-1 P cL
K cr
K cRc
...
...
Fig. 3: Weighted multi-partite matching representation for CF.
in the form of rectangular assignment problem (RAP) which is
generally solved by Munkres Algorithm with cubic time com-
plexity [29]. Accordingly, overall complexity of the proposed
sequential WMM based CF is given as OpUc logUc ` LcR3cq
whereas exhaustive solution of the original problem has an
exponential time complexity, i.e., O
`
2UcˆRc
˘
.
For an exemplary edge weight design, let us consider edge
weight matrix Hc P RRcˆKc whose elements are channel gain
of corresponding users in the MPG. For example, if ith user of
jth partition is UEk then Hi,j “ gkc . Accordingly, we design
the edge weight from ith element of Psc to jth element of
Ps`1c as follows
E i,jc,s “ Hs,iHs`1,j (6)
which makes each WBM sequence favors for new cluster
members that maximize the sum of channel gain disparity.
Furthermore, Lemma 1 shows that the previous generic time
complexity, OpUc logUc ` LcR3cq, can even be reduced to
simple sorting and indexing operations of partitioning in (5),
i.e., OpUc logUcq.
Lemma 1. When edge weights of the MPG are merely de-
termined by channel gains as in (6), sequential WMM always
forms cluster Krc by rth user of each partition.
Proof. We first remind that the intra-partition and inter-
partition channel gains are in descending order (i.e., gic ě
gjc , i, j P Psc , @i ă j), and the lowest channel gain within
Psc is higher than all channel gains within Ps
1
c , @s1 ą s. At
WBM sequence s, therefore, column and row entries of edge
weight matrix are monotonically increasing and decreasing,
respectively. That is, E i,jc,s ě Ek,jc,s if i ą k and E i,jc,` ą E i,kc,` if
j ă k. Accordingly, Munkres Algorithm always matches ith
element of partition s with the ith element of partition s` 1,
as it yields the highest weight. Therefore, sequential WMM
always forms cluster i by ith member of each partition.
V. HIERARCHICALLY DISTRIBUTED PBA
In this section, we develop a hierarchical decomposition
method in order to obtain a distributed power and band-
width allocation technique for DL-HetNets. Decomposability
of network utility maximization problems provides us with
the most appropriate distributed solution methodology and can
modularize control and resource allocation in HetNets as it
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consists of hierarchical network entities [30], i.e., MBSs, SBS,
and clusters in our case. Primal decomposition is naturally
applicable to master problems where âA˘IJvirtualizationâA˘I˙ or
âA˘IJslicingâA˘I˙ of the resources are carried out by dividing the
total resource for each of the cluster competing for the resource
[31]. Alternatively, we employ dual decomposition method for
the slave problems to obtain optimal primal and dual variables
in closed-form which is used by master problems to update
power and bandwidth allocation of clusters.
A. Closed-Form Solutions for Slave Problems
The slave problems can be formulated as in S where we
omit the BS and cluster indices for the sake of simplicity.
Remarking that S depends on bandwidth portion and power
fractions given by master problems, its constraints S1, S2, and
S3 correspond to P o constraints C3o, C
6
o, and C
7
o, respectively.
S : max
ω
ÿ
iPK
log2
`
1` γi˘
S1: s.t.
ÿ
iPK
ωi ď $,
Si2: 0 ď ωi ´ pqi ´ 1qˆ˜
i´1ÿ
j“1
ωj ` i
Kÿ
k“i`1
ωk ` ρi
¸
, @i P K
Si3: 0 ď ωi ´
i´1ÿ
j“1
ωj ´∆i, @i P K, i ě 2
In order to derive the optimal closed-form expressions for
primal and dual variables, we first apply dual decomposi-
tion method to the slave problems. Accordingly, Lagrangian
function of S can be obtained as in (7) where λ, ϕi, and
µi are Lagrange multipliers. Taking derivatives of Lagrangian
function w.r.t. ωi, λ, µi, and ϕi, Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT)
conditions can be obtained as in (8)-(10). Given that some reg-
ularity conditions are satisfied, KKT conditions are first-order
necessary conditions for a solution in nonlinear programming
to be optimal. If linearity constraint qualification is held, i.e.,
all equality and inequality constraints are affine functions, no
other regularity condition is required. This is indeed the case
for the slave problems since all constraints are affine functions
of power weights.
In the slave problem, there exists a total of 2K Lagrange
multipliers which can be classified into three subsets A1 “
tλu, A2 “ tµi|1 ď i ď Ku, and A3 “ tϕi|2 ď i ď Ku.
Hence, the solution of each slave problem requires the KKT
condition verification of 22K Lagrange multiplier combina-
tions, which is computationally impractical. Fortunately, we
only need to check 2K´1 combinations [3], [32] for the
following reasons: Notice that first constraint is always active
(λ ą 0) at the optimal point as the all available power fraction
must be exploited in order to achieve maximum sumrate.
However, the power level of UEi, i ě 2, is determined either
by PDSC or QoS constraints. That is, UEi is either active on
PDSCs or QoS constraints at the optimal point.
In order to obtain a closed-form solution, we therefore need
to consider the following solution set A “ tλ, µi or ϕi|2 ď
i ď Ku. For instance, if A “ tλ, µ2, ϕ3, ϕ4u then the
optimal power allocations can be derived from active pri-
mal constraints, i.e., tS1,S22,S33,S43u, which also requires the
satisfaction of corresponding primal KKT conditions, i.e.,
tS12,S23,S32,S42u. Table II shows the optimal power allocations
and corresponding KKT conditions for cluster sizes K “ 2
and K “ 3. In Table II, the terms ψipq,@i, are due to the
residual interference and mainly characterized by the FEF. On
the other hand, the terms including ∆i are because of the
L pω, λ,ϕ,µq “ θB
ÿ
iPK
log2
˜
1` ωiři´1
j“1 ωj ` i
řK
k“i`1 ωk ` ρi
¸
` λ
˜ÿ
iPK
ωi ´$
¸
`
Kÿ
i“2
ϕi
˜
ωi ´
i´1ÿ
j“1
ωj ´∆i
¸
`
Kÿ
i“1
µi
«
ωi ´
˜
i´1ÿ
j“1
ωj ` i
Kÿ
k“i`1
ωk ` ρi
¸
pqi ´ 1q
¸
, (7)
BL
Bω‹i
“ θBři
j“1 ωj ` i
řK
k“i`1 ωk ` ρi
´
i´1ÿ
m“1
θBmωm´řm´1
j“1 ωj ` m
řK
k“m`1 ωm ` ρm
¯´řm
j“1 ωj ` m
řK
k“m`1 ωk ` ρm
¯
´
Kÿ
n“i`1
θBωn´řn´1
j“1 ωj ` n
řKrc
k“i`1 ωk ` ρnc
¯´řn
j“1 ωj ` n
řKrc
k“n`1 ωk ` ρn
¯
´ λ` ϕi ´
Kÿ
j“i`1
ϕj ` µi ´
i´1ÿ
j“1
µjj pqj ´ 1q ´
Kÿ
k“i`1
µk pqk ´ 1q ď 0, ω‹i ě 0, (8)
BL
Bλ‹ “ $ ´
ÿ
iPKrc
ωi ě 0, if λ‹ ě 0, BLBϕ‹i
“ ωi ´
i´1ÿ
j“1
ωj ´∆i ě 0, if ϕ‹i ě 0, i ě 2, (9)
BL
Bµ‹i
“ ωi ´
¨˝
i´1ÿ
j“1
ωj ` i
Krcÿ
k“i`1
ωk ` ρi‚˛pqi ´ 1q ě 0, if µ‹i ě 0. (10)
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Lemma 2. Given that necessary conditions are satisfied, closed-form optimal power allocation of UE1 and UEi (i ě 2) are
given in (11) and (12)-(13), respectively.
ω‹1 “ $Kś
m“2
mRAµ
qm
Kś
n“2
nPAµ
2
´
Kÿ
k“2
kRAµ
pqk ´ 1qρk
kś
m“2
mRAµ
qm
kś
n“2
nPAµ
2
´
Kÿ
k“2
kRAϕ
∆k
2
k´1ś
m“2
mRAµ
qm
k´1ś
n“2
nPAµ
2
` ψ1 (11)
ω‹i “ $Kś
m“i
mRAµ
qm
Kś
n“i
nPAµ
2
´
Kÿ
k“i
kRAµ
pqk ´ 1qρk
kś
m“i
mRAµ
qm
kś
n“i
nPAµ
2
´
Kÿ
k“i
kRAϕ
∆k
2
j´1ś
m“i
mRAµ
qm
j´1ś
n“i
nPAµ
2
`∆i ` ψi`1, i P Aµ. (12)
ω‹i “ pqi ´ 1q ˆ
»—————–
$
Kś
m“i
mRAµ
qm
Kś
n“i
nPAµ
2
´
Kÿ
k“i
kRAµ
pqk ´ 1qρk
kś
m“i
mRAµ
qm
kś
n“i
nPAµ
2
´
Kÿ
k“i
kRAϕ
∆k
2
k´1ś
m“i
mRAµ
qm
k´1ś
n“i
nPAµ
2
` ρi
fiffiffiffiffiffifl` ψi, i R Aµ (13)
where ψi is the term related to SIC imperfections and defined as
ψipq “
K´1ÿ
k“i
kPAϕ
Skkpq˜k ´ 1qpqi ´ 1q
$’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’%
$
¨˚
˝ Kś
m“k`1
mRAµ
qm
Kś
n“k`1
nPA2
2´ 1‹˛‚
Kś
m“2
mRAµ
qm
Kś
n“2
nPAµ
2
`
Kÿ
l“k`1
lRAµ
pql ´ 1q
lś
m“2
mRAµ
qm
nś
n“2
nPAµ
2
`
Kÿ
l“k`1
lPAµ
∆l
lś
m“2
mRAµ
qm
lś
n“2
nPAµ
2
,/////./////-
`
K´1ÿ
k“2
kPAϕ
K´k`1ÿ
k1“k
...
K´1ÿ
ki´1“ki´2`1
Kÿ
ki“ki´1`1
Sk1k1k2 ...ki
kiź
j“k1
pqj ´ 1q
ˆ
$’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’%
$
¨˚
˝ Kś
m“ki`1
mRAµ
qm
Kś
n“ki`1
nPA2
2´ 1‹˛‚
Kś
m“2
mRAµ
qm
Kś
n“2
nPAµ
2
`
Kÿ
l“ki`1
lRAµ
pql ´ 1q
lś
m“2
mRAµ
qm
lś
n“2
nPAµ
2
`
Kÿ
l“ki`1
lPAµ
∆l
lś
m“2
mRAµ
qm
lś
n“2
nPAµ
2
,////////.////////-
, i R Aµ. (14)
where q˜k “
#
qk, k ‰ i
2, k “ i , Sk “
#
´1, k ‰ i
1, k “ i , and Sk1 “
#
´1, k1 ‰ i
1, k1 “ i .
Proof. Please see Appendix A.
Lemma 3. The optimal value of the slave problems’ Lagrange multipliers are derived as
λ‹c,r “
$’’&’’%
1
$ptq`ρK ` µ‹K ´
řK´1
i“1 µ‹i i pqi ´ 1q
´řK´1i“1 iω‹ipři´1j“1 ω‹j`iřKk“i`1 ω‹k`ρiqpřij“1 ω‹j`iřKk“i`1 ω‹k`ρiq , if K P Aµ
1
$ptq`ρKrc ` ϕ
‹
K , if K R Aµ
, (15)
µ‹2 “ κ
‹
1 ´ κ‹2
q2
, µ‹i “
κ‹i´1 ´ κ‹i ` µ‹i´1p1` ipqi´1 ´ 1qq
qi
, i ě 3, (16)
ϕ‹2 “ κ
‹
1 ´ κ‹2
2
, ϕ‹i “
κ‹i´1 ´ κ‹i ` ϕ‹i´1
2
, i ě 3, (17)
where κ‹i is obtained by substituting optimal power allocations ω‹ (which are obtained from Lemma 2 for a given $ptq) into
the first three terms of (8).
Proof. Please see Appendix A.
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TABLE II: Optimal power allocations along with the corresponding necessary conditions.
K Optimal Power Allocation Necessary Conditions
2
ω1 “ $
q2
´ ρ2pq2 ´ 1q
q2
` ψ1pq
ω2 “ $pq2 ´ 1q
q2
` ρ2pq2 ´ 1q
q2
` ψ2pq
ωi ´
¨˝
i´1ÿ
j“1
ωj ` i
Kÿ
k“i`1
ωk ` ρi‚˛pqi ´ 1q ą 0,@i “ 1.
ωi ´
i´1ÿ
j“1
ωj ´∆i ą 0,@i “ 2.
ω1 “ $
2
´ ∆2
2
` ψ1pq
ω2 “ $
2
` ∆2
2
` ψ2pq
ωi ´
¨˝
i´1ÿ
j“1
ωj ` i
Kÿ
k“i`1
ωk ` ρi‚˛pqi ´ 1q ą 0,@i “ 1, 2.
3
ω1 “ $
q2q3
´ ρ2pq2 ´ 1q
q2
´ ρ3pq3 ´ 1q
q2q3
` ψ1pq
ω2 “ $pq2 ´ 1q
q2q3
` ρ2pq2 ´ 1q
q2
´ ρ3pq2 ´ 1qpq3 ´ 1q
q2q3
` ψ2pq
ω3 “ $pq3 ´ 1q
q3
` ρ3pq3 ´ 1q
q3
` ψ3pq
ωi ´
¨˝
i´1ÿ
j“1
ωj ` i
Kÿ
k“i`1
ωk ` ρi‚˛pqi ´ 1q ą 0,@i “ 1.
ωi ´
i´1ÿ
j“1
ωj ´∆i ą 0,@i “ 2, 3.
ω1 “ $
2q2
´ ρ2pq2 ´ 1q
q2
´ ∆3
2q2
` ψ1pq
ω2 “ $pq2 ´ 1q
2q2
` ρ2pq2 ´ 1q
q2
´ ∆3pq2 ´ 1q
2q2
` ψ2pq
ω3 “ $
2
` ∆3
2
` ψ3pq
ωi ´
¨˝
i´1ÿ
j“1
ωj ` i
Kÿ
k“i`1
ωk ` ρi‚˛pqi ´ 1q ą 0,@i “ 1, 3.
ωi ´
i´1ÿ
j“1
ωj ´∆i ą 0,@i “ 2.
ω1 “ $
2q3
´ ∆2
2
´ ρ3pq3 ´ 1q
2q3
` ψ1pq
ω2 “ $
2q3
` ∆2
2
´ ρ3pq3 ´ 1q
2q3
` ψ2pq
ω3 “ $pq3 ´ 1q
q3
` ρ3pq3 ´ 1q
q3
` ψ3pq
ωi ´
¨˝
i´1ÿ
j“1
ωj ` i
Kÿ
k“i`1
ωk ` ρi‚˛pqi ´ 1q ą 0,@i “ 1, 2.
ωi ´
i´1ÿ
j“1
ωj ´∆i ą 0,@i “ 3.
ω1 “ $
4
´ ∆2
2
´ ∆3
4
` ψ1pq
ω2 “ $
4
` ∆2
2
´ ∆3
4
` ψ2pq
ω3 “ $
2
` ∆3
2
` ψ3pq
ωi ´
¨˝
i´1ÿ
j“1
ωj ` i
Kÿ
k“i`1
ωk ` ρi‚˛pqi ´ 1q ą 0,@i “ 1, 2, 3.
PDSCs and chiefly determined by p∆. For each cluster size,
the left column provides the power allocations cluster members
for each of 2K´1 cases whereas the right column indicates the
set of KKT conditions to be satisfied by the corresponding
power allocations on the same row of the left column. For
each of 2K´1 cases, power allocations are first computed
by expressions on the left column, then substituted into the
corresponding equations on the right column to check if the
corresponding KKT conditions are satisfied. Thereafter, opti-
mal power allocations are determined by the case which gives
the highest sumrate among the cases who satisfy the KKT
conditions. Therefore, the worst case time complexity of the
proposed solution in Lemma II is given as Op2K´1`K logKq
where the first term is the cost of calculating and checking
2K´1 cases and the second term is the cost of sorting and
selecting the best case. Since the complexity of the first
term dominates that of the second, overall complexity can
be approximated by Op2K´1q. Generalizing the Table II,
Lemma 2 provides the closed-form expression for optimal
power allocations for an imperfect NOMA cluster of size K,
where Aµ “ AzA2, Aϕ “ AzA3.
B. Secondary Master Problems
Secondary master problems are responsible for determining
the power allowances of each cluster $rc , which is iteratively
updated according to the feedback received from slave prob-
lems. Based on the optimal power allocations obtained from
Lemma 2, ω‹c,r, secondary master problems can be formulated
at iteration t as in Mc2ptq, 0 ď c ď S.
Mc2ptq : max
0ĺ$cptqĺ1
θrcB
ÿ
iPKrc
log2
´
1` γic,rpω‹c,rpt ´ 1qq
¯
s.t.
ÿ
rPRc
$rcptq ď 1,@c
which handles the power fraction allocated for clusters and
executed by BSs in a parallel and independent fashion. The
only constraint of Mc2 corresponds to C
3
o of Po. By exploiting
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the primal decomposition method [30], BSc can update the
power fractions of clusters based on the following subgradient
method [31]
$rcpt` 1q “
“
$rcptq ` νλ‹c,rp$rcptqq
‰
Π
(18)
where t is time index, ν is a positive step size, r¨sΠ denotes the
projection onto the feasible set Π fi třrPRc $rcptq ď 1, 0 ď
$rcptq ď 1u, and λ‹c,r p$rcptqq is the subgradient given by the
optimal Lagrange multiplier associated to the first constraint
of the slave problem, which is given in Lemma 3.
C. Primary Master Problem
Contingent upon the optimal power allocations, the primary
master problem determines the bandwidth allocation at itera-
tion k as in M1pkq
M1pkq : max
0ĺθpsqĺ1
B
ÿ
c,rPRc
θrcpkq
ÿ
iPKrc
log2
`
1` γic,rpθrcpkqq
˘
s.t.
ÿ
c,rPRc
θrcpkq ď 1
0 ď ωi,‹c,r ´ pqic,r ´ 1qˆ¨˝
i´1ÿ
j“1
ωj,‹c,r ` i
Krcÿ
k“i`1
ωk,‹c,r ` ρic,r‚˛, @c, r.
which is a highly non-convex problem as the objective is a
non-convex function of θrc , i.e., ρ
i
c,r “ N0BθrcpkqpPcgicq´1.
The first and second constraints of M1pkq corresponds to C5o
and C6o of P o, respectively. Accordingly, we relax M1pkq
into a convex problem by employing the achieved spectral
efficiency in the previous iteration. That is, the objective
function is changed to B
ř
c,rPRc θ
r
cpkqUrc rθrcpk ´ 1qs where
Urc rθrcpk ´ 1qs “
ř
iPKrc log2
`
1` γic,rpθrcpk ´ 1qq
˘
is the
utility obtained by clusters in the previous iteration. We refer
interested readers to Appendix B for the convexity analysis
of the primary master problem and its relaxation. It is worth
remarking that M1pkq only requires the reports of utility
achieved by clusters and there is no need to know any other
information, e.g., clusters, channel gains, power allocations,
etc.
Algorithm 1 Hierarchical Distributed Power-Bandwidth Allocation
Input: Channel gains
1: pk, tq Ð 0
2: αc Ð BSc forms its clusters using WMM method, @c.
3: θpkq Ð Initialize the bandwidth allocations, @c, r.
4: while k P T1 do
5: while t P T2 do
6: ωc,rptq Ð Check power levels & conditions, @c, r.
7: ω‹c,rptq Ð Select the cases with max. sumrate, @c, r.
8: λ‹ptq Ð Calculate optimal Lagrange multipliers.
9: $rc pt ` 1q Ð Update power fractions by (18), @c, r.
10: tÐ t` 1
11: end while
12: Receive utilities Ucpkq from all BSs.
13: θpk ` 1q Ð Update bandwidths by M1pkq.
14: k Ð k ` 1
15: end while
16: return Power and bandwidth allocations
Proposed distributed framework is summarized in Algo-
rithm 1 which is certainly a visualization of Fig. 2. In
Algorithm 1, BSs are only required to know channel gains
of their own UEs. Following the initialization of the cluster
bandwidths, which are independently executed by each BS in
the order of OpUc logUcq, bandwidth and power allowances
of clusters are updated by outer and inner while loops,
respectively. The inner loop is processed by BSs in a par-
allel fashion, where optimal powers and Lagrange multipliers
are first calculated by (11)-(13) and (15)-(17), respectively.
Notice that calculations of (11) and (13) is the most time
consuming part of the while loops and it can be given for
BSc as O
`
2
ř
rpKrc´1q
˘
. Thereafter, power fractions for each
cluster are updated as per (18) until a termination constraint
satisfied. For outer loop, the MBS first receive utilities of
clusters from each BS, updates the cluster bandwidths as per
primary master problem, and disseminates results to the BSs
to receive utilities of the most recent update. Please note that
only physical message passing takes place between smallcells
and the MBS to report obtained utilities, which is in order
of the total number of clusters and decreases with higher
cluster sizes. Therefore, proposed distributed method has a
low communication overhead since it only requires the broad-
casting of R bandwidth proportion and corresponding cluster
utility feedback to update the bandwidth allocation. Notice
that message passing between secondary master problem and
its slaves does not cause any communication overhead as they
are internal operations of BS processors.
Although Algorithm 1 optimizes both power and bandwidth
to satisfy QoS requirements with the maximum possible
network sumrate, it is possible to encounter some infeasible
NOMA scenarios. Since NOMA is already considered as an
alternative transmission scheme underlying the existing OMA
systems (e.g., Multiuser Superposition Transmission (MUST)
[33]), hybridization of OMA and NOMA schemes would be
quite useful to handle such scenarios by switching members
of an infeasible NOMA cluster to OMA mode.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
For the simulations, we consider U UEs and S SBSs
uniformly distributed over a cell area of 500mˆ500m MBS.
QoS requirements of UEs are randomly determined with a
mean of 1.5 Mbps. UEs are assumed to be equipped with a
single antenna and single SIC receiver. All results are obtained
by averaging over 100 network scenarios. Unless it is stated
explicitly otherwise, we use the default simulation parameters
given in Table III. The composite channel gain, gic, between
BSc and UEi is given as
gic “ Aicδ´η
i
c
c,i 10
ξic{10Et|g˜ic|2u (19)
where Aic is a constant related to antenna parameters, δc,i is
the distance between the nodes, ηic is the path loss exponent,
10ξ
i
c{10 represents the log-normally distributed shadowing, ξic
is a normal random variable representing the variation in
received power with a variance of %ic, i.e., ξ
i
c „ N p0, %icq, g˜ic is
the complex channel fading coefficient, Et¨u is the expectation
to average small scale fading out, and Et|g˜ic|2u is assumed to
be unity.
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TABLE III: Table of Parameters
Par. Value Par. Value Par. Value
ηuc 3.76 σ
u
c 10 dB β 0.3
N0 ´174 dBm u 10´5 p∆ ´90 dBm
Krc 5 Pm 46 dBm Ps 30 dBm
B 20 MHz S 10 U 100
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Fig. 4: Benchmark comparison of WMM based CF.
A. Benchmark Comparison of WMM Based Clustering
As the clustering has a significant impact on NOMA per-
formance, we start with the comparison of the proposed se-
quential WMM based clustering and the following benchmark
max
αc
Rcÿ
r“1
Krcÿ
i“1
logp1`γic,rq s.t.
Rcÿ
r“1
αic,r ď Krc ,
Krcÿ
i“1
αic,r “ 1,@c.
(20)
which is handled by each BS independently. As this subsection
merely focuses on the CF performance, clusters are assumed to
have equal power and bandwidth allowance such that available
cluster power is allocated to UEs inversely proportional to their
channel gains. Benchmark problem is obtained by Solving
Constraint Integer Programs (SCIP) solver [34] using OPTI
toolbox developed for Matlab [35]. The ratio of benchmark
to proposed sequential WMM based CF is presented in Fig.
4a. We omit the cluster size of 2 as the optimal clustering
can simply be obtained by bi-partite matching. The time
complexity of the benchmark is illustrated in Fig. 4b where
elapsed time ranges between 30 to 90 minutes for cluster sizes
3 to 7, respectively. On the other hand, the time complexity
of the proposed CF is in the magnitude order of milliseconds.
Fig. 4 obviously show that proposed WMM based method
provides very fast yet high CF performance.
B. Impact of ICRI and ICI on NOMA Performance
In order to investigate optimal power control behavior of an
imperfect NOMA cluster, let us consider a sample cluster of
size four whose members are located at 50 m, 100m, 200 m,
and 400 m far away from the serving BS. Fig. 5 illustrates the
proposed optimal power allocations, Intra-cluster interference,
and user rates in blue, red, and orange colors, respectively.
While filled green markers are optimal power allocations of
perfect NOMA ( “ 0) obtained based on [3], purple markers
are power levels calculated by the proposed solution. As it is
already pointed out in the paper, the proposed solution reduces
exactly to the perfect NOMA case when  “ 0. The influence
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Fig. 5: Impact of residual interference on power allocations and rates.
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Fig. 6: Impact of the ICI on the perfect and imperfect NOMA cases.
of the FEF on the residual interference can be observed from
red lines which monotonically increase with . On the other
hand, the power weight of the last (weakest) user reduces as
 increases whereas those of stronger users keep escalating
with . Reminding that the first (strongest) user achieves the
highest rate by canceling the all the interference in the perfect
case, boosting  yields more residual interference mostly from
the weakest user. To compensate the resulting performance
degradation, first user’s SINR is improved by incrementing ω1
and diminishing impact of the most dominant interferer, i.e.,
ω4. A similar discussion also applies to other power levels, i.e.,
ω2 and ω3. Fig. 5 also demonstrates how NOMA can deliver
a fair service while increasing the overall sum rate at the same
time. As can be observed from orange lines, the strongest user
obtains the highest rate while other users enjoy close rates
which are around 30-40% less than the first user’s rate. This
gap further reduces as  increases and all users are provided
by almost the same performance starting from  “ 10´8.
That is, performance loss caused by the SIC imperfection is
compensated by extra rate offered to the strongest user.
Although the considered system model mitigates the intra-
cell interference within a macro cell coverage by SIC and
dedicating the entire available DL spectrum to clusters of the
MBS and SBS within its coverage, neighboring BSs may still
cause ICI which can be quite significant and further deteriorate
the cluster performance severely. Noting that the ICI can
possibly not be canceled by SIC receivers, it is expected to
have a considerable influence especially on the cell-edge users,
i.e., the weakest user in a cluster. Using the same setup in
Fig. 5, now let us investigate the impact of ICI on the cluster
performance. Fig. 6 depicts the normalized cluster sumrate
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Fig. 7: Normalized sumrate vs. (a) FEF, , and (b) sensitivity, p∆.
against 10 log10p Iiciσ2 q that quantifies the ICI by multiples of
the receiver noise power. The negative impacts of ICI on
the optimal power allocation schemes can be understood by
contrasting the blue and green colored ICI and NO-ICI curves,
respectively. It is obvious that perfect NOMA ( “ 0) case
experience a drastic performance degradation starting from
very low ICI values since Iici is not negligible in comparison
with the ICRI. On the other hand, the ICI influence on the
imperfect NOMA case ( “ 10´5) is distinguishable only
after 40 dB (i.e., Iici is 104 times of the receiver noise)
which is exactly where the ICI starts becoming significant
compared to the ICRI. More importantly, the agnostic case
curves clearly illustrate that ignoring the Iici term in the
optimal power allocations can cause even worse performance
degradation. Again, the level of performance reduction in the
perfect NOMA is more than that in the imperfect NOMA since
the power levels obtained based on the wrong assumption of no
ICI is much more different than actual ones in the former case.
Fig. 6 clearly shows that the ICI must be taken into account
especially when it becomes considerable by comparison with
the ICRI and receiver noise. Therefore, it is necessary to
suppress the dominance of the ICI for a desirable network
performance.
Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b demonstrate the impacts of residual
interference and receiver sensitivity on the normalized sumrate
performance, respectively. For the sake of comparison, optimal
OMA performance is also drawn with a red colored solid line.
While the system performance monotonically decreases with
the error factor due to the increasing residual interference,
it starts to degrade dramatically for sensitivities higher than
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Fig. 8: Normalized network sumrate vs. a) number of SBSs, b)
number of UEs, and c) the offloading bias factor.
´90 dBm. Therefore, the efficiency of SIC receivers is a key
parameter to determine the NOMA gain. As  Ñ 1 NOMA
starts to behave like a co-channel OMA scheme without any
interference control. The main reason behind the performance
degradation caused by the sensitivity is that receiver sensitivity
enforces the optimal power allocations to ensure a certain
power gap, which starts deteriorating the overall performance
after a certain sensitivity level.
Fortunately, receiver sensitivities of GSM, HSPA, and LTE
uplink budgets are given as ´114 dBm, ´123.4 dBm, and
´123.4 dBm, respectively. Similarly, receiver sensitivities
of GSM, HSPA, and LTE downlink budgets are given as
´104 dBm, ´106.4 dBm, and ´106.4 dBm, respectively
[36]. Therefore, sensitivity is not a challenge for today’s
cellular devices as their receiver sensitivity is below ´100
dBm which does not have a significant effect on the NOMA
performance as shown in Fig. 7b. However, since NOMA
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has a potential to simultaneously serve massive machine type
communications, one still need to take the sensitivity into
account to design NOMA schemes for low-cost devices with
high receiver sensitivities. As can be deduced from Fig. 7a
and Fig. 7b, a realistic NOMA power control scheme must
consider sensitivity and residual interference as they primarily
determine the performance enhancement obtained by NOMA
scheme.
C. Benchmark Comparisons of Proposed Distributed PBA
In this section, we compare proposed distributed PBA with
two benchmarks: 1) Equal PBA as in [3] where authors con-
sider equally allocated cluster powers and 2) Centralized PBA
is obtained by geometric programming framework based on
successive convex approximation method [9]. As an alternative
method for the centralized scheme, one can also consider
SCALE which also involves a sequence of convex approx-
imations [37]. Network sumrate performance is investigated
under different cluster sizes with respect to essential network
parameters including S, U , and offloading bias factor. Please
note that unit cluster size (K “ 1) corresponds to the power
and bandwidth optimal OMA scheme where each UE has its
own channel. Centralized PBA is solved by CVX which is
a Matlab software for disciplined convex programming [38].
For the distributed PBA, step sizes are set to ν “ 0.005 which
yields a convergence within an average of 200 iterations. On
the other hand, the outer loop is converged within an average
of 10 iterations, which is desirable as the outer loop involves
message passing between SBSs and MBS. As expected, the
centralized scheme delivers a better performance than the
distributed one. However, since the performance gap between
the centralized and distributed schemes are not significant with
respect to actual sumrate values, this gap became harder to be
recognized after the normalization process.
Normalized network sumrate performance of PBA schemes
with respect to increasing smallcell density and cluster sizes
are presented in Fig. 8a. Apparently, the network perfor-
mance monotonically improves with increasing BS density
and cluster sizes, which can be explained as follows: While
a higher number of BSs provides higher SINRs since UEs
are associated with closer BS, i.e., higher channel gains,
increasing cluster size improves the spectral efficiency. Please
note that incrementing cluster size linearly increases the time
complexity of SIC process and incur extra processing delay
[39]. Both centralized and distributed PBA schemes obviously
outperform the equal PBA scheme. Moreover, the distributed
solution gives almost the same performance with the central-
ized approach with its low communication overhead. During
the simulations, we observe that optimal power allocation of
perfect NOMA distributes available BS power to its clusters
almost uniformly. However, this is not the case for imperfect
NOMA since residual interference starts playing a significant
role in behavior as Ñ 1. Nevertheless, distributed PBA still
yields notable improvement due to the iterative bandwidth
allocation.
Network performance of PBA schemes with respect to
increasing UE density and cluster sizes are shown in Fig. 8b.
Similar to Fig. 8a, the network performance monotonically
enhances with increasing UE density and cluster sizes. It can
be deduced from Fig. 8b that NOMA scheme can serve a
large number of UEs with better network sumrate thanks to its
inherent fairness and spectral efficiency features. Finally, Fig.
8c depicts the system performance with respect to different
cluster sizes and offloading bias factor. NOMA gain is higher
for smaller bias factors as offloading more UEs to smallcells
give a better chance to form clusters with a higher channel
gain disparity. Notice that improvement over equal PBA and
smaller cluster sizes are also becoming gradual as β Ñ 1
as β Ñ 1 associates most of the UEs with the MBS and
they compete for the same power source. Finally, sumrate
performance first increases and then decreases as β increases,
which is resulted from the variation in UEsâA˘Z´ SINR due
to the UE association. That is, clustering and UE association
pairs provide the highest SINR case when β » 1.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we investigated the CF and PBA problem for
imperfect NOMA in DL-HetNets. A practical SIC receiver is
considered with real-life constraints and limitations including
power disparity, sensitivity, and residual interference due to the
error propagation, which is shown to have a significant impact
on NOMA performance. After putting the cell users into a
multi-partite graph, a sequential weighted bi-partite matching
approach is developed for a fat and yet high-performance
CF. Thereafter, we proposed a hierarchical distributed PBA
scheme where the slave, secondary master, and primary master
problems are responsible for UEs’ power allocation, clus-
ters’ power allocation, and clusters’ bandwidth allocation,
respectively. Closed-form optimal power allocations and La-
grange multipliers of imperfect NOMA scheme are derived
for slave problems, which are then used by the secondary
master problem to update power allowances of each cluster.
Numerical results show that the proposed distributed PBA
scheme performs very close to the centralized benchmark.
APPENDIX A
PROOFS FOR LEMMA 2 AND LEMMA 3
Without loss of generality, we eliminate the cell/cluster
indices and focus on the verification of KKT conditions for a
4-UE cluster at two active set examples: Ξ1 “ tλ, µ2, µ3, µ4u
and Ξ2 “ tλ, ϕ3, ϕ3, ϕ4u. In the case of Ξ1, optimal power
levels are obtained from tS1,S22,S32,S42u while tS12,S23,S33,S43u
stay as set of conditions to be satisfied, i.e., tλ, µ2, µ3, µ4 ą 0u
and tµ1 “ ϕ2 “ ϕ3 “ ϕ4 “ 0u. Therefore, solving equations
tS1,S22,S42,S42u, optimal power levels can be obtained as in
(21)-(23).
Optimal power allocations for all combinations can be
derived by following the same steps for different cluster sizes,
which finally yields the generalized formulas given in Lemma
2. Notice that Lemma 2 ensures the primal KKT conditions
and reduces to perfect NOMA case in [3] if all  terms are
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ω1 “ $
q2q3q4
´ pq2 ´ 1qρ2
q2
´ pq3 ´ 1qρ3
q2q3
´ pq4 ´ 1qρ4
q2q3q4
´ 2$pq2 ´ 1q
q2q3q4
´ 2$pq2 ´ 1qpq4 ´ 1q
q2q3q4
´ 2$pq2 ´ 1qpq3 ´ 1qpq4 ´ 1q
q2q3q4
´ 2pq2 ´ 1qpq4 ´ 1qρ4
q2q3q4
´ 2pq2 ´ 1qpq3 ´ 1qρ3
q2q3q4
´ 2pq2 ´ 1qpq3 ´ 1qpq4 ´ 1qρ3
q2q3q4
´ 3pq3 ´ 1qpq4 ´ 1qρ4
q2q3q4
´ 3$pq3 ´ 1qpq4 ´ 1q
q2q3q4
´ 23pq2 ´ 1qpq3 ´ 1qpq4 ´ 1qρ4
q2q3q4
´ 23$pq2 ´ 1qpq3 ´ 1qpq4 ´ 1q
q2q3q4
(21)
ω2 “$pq2 ´ 1q
q2q3q4
` pq2 ´ 1qρ2
q2
´ pq2 ´ 1qpq3 ´ 1qρ3
q2q3
´ pq2 ´ 1qρ4
q2q3q4
` 2$pq2 ´ 1q
q2q3q4
` 2$pq2 ´ 1qpq4 ´ 1q
q2q3q4
` 2$pq2 ´ 1qpq3 ´ 1qpq4 ´ 1q
q2q3q4
` 2pq2 ´ 1qpq4 ´ 1qρ4
q2q3q4
` 2pq2 ´ 1qpq3 ´ 1qρ3
q2q3q4
` 2pq2 ´ 1qpq3 ´ 1qpq4 ´ 1qρ3
q2q3q4
´ 3pq2 ´ 1qpq3 ´ 1qpq4 ´ 1qρ4
q2q3q4
´ 3$pq2 ´ 1qpq3 ´ 1qpq4 ´ 1q
q2q3q4
` 23pq2 ´ 1qpq3 ´ 1qpq4 ´ 1qρ4
q2q3q4
` 23$pq2 ´ 1qpq3 ´ 1qpq4 ´ 1q
q2q3q4
(22)
ω3 “$pq3 ´ 1q
q2q4
` pq3 ´ 1qρ3
q3
´ pq3 ´ 1qpq4 ´ 1qρ4
q3q4
` 3$pq3 ´ 1qpq4 ´ 1q
q3q4
` 3pq3 ´ 1qpq4 ´ 1qρ4
q3q4
ω4 “$pq4 ´ 1q
q4
` pq4 ´ 1qρ4
q4
(23)
κ‹i´1 ´ κ‹i “
ρi ´ ρi´1 ` iřKk“i`1 ω‹k ´ i´1 řKk“i ω‹k´ři´1
j“1 ω‹j ` i´1
řK
k“i ω‹k ` ρi´1
¯´ři´1
j“1 ω‹j ` i
řK
k“i`1 ω‹k ` ρ‹i
¯
` i´1ω
‹
i´1´ři´2
j“1 ω‹j ` i´1
řK
k“i ω‹k ` ρi´1
¯´ři´1
j“1 ω‹j ` i´1
řK
k“i ω‹k ` ρi´1
¯ (24)
set to zero. For verification of dual conditions and proving
Lemma 3, let us rewrite (8) as follows
κ‹1 “ λ` µ1 `
Kÿ
j“2
ϕj `
Kÿ
k“2
µkk pqk ´ 1q (25)
κ‹i “ λ´ ϕi `
Kÿ
j“i`1
ϕj ´ µi `
i´1ÿ
j“1
µjj pqj ´ 1q
`
Kÿ
k“i`1
µk pqk ´ 1q , i ě 2 (26)
where κ‹1 and κ‹i are constants and can be obtained by
substituting optimal power levels given by Lemma 2 into
first two and three term of (8), respectively. Nothing that
µ2,‹c,r “ 0 when ϕ2,‹c,r and vice versa, µ2,‹c,r and ϕ2,‹c,r is obtained
from subtracting (26) from (25). Accordingly, the proof of
Lemma 3 follows from applying this subtraction recursively
and employing previously found optimal values at each step.
To verify KKT conditions are satisfied, we need all Lagrange
multipliers to be non-negative, this is satisfied by ensuring
κ‹i ´ κ‹i`1 non-negative. After some manipulations κ‹i ´ κ‹i`1
can be written as in (24) which is indeed non-negative thanks
to the descending ordering of the ωi and ρi values and non-
negative terms, i.e., ω‹i ě 0, ρi ě 0, and qi ě 0.
APPENDIX B
CONVEXITY ANALYSIS OF PRIMARY MASTER PROBLEM
Without loss of generality, let us omit the iteration indices
and consider single cell. While total bandwidth allocation con-
straint of the primary master problem is affine, QoS constraints
are concave as the second derivative of the achievable rate,
B2
Bpθrc q2 θ
r
c log2
`
1` γic,rpθrcq
˘ ď 0, is always non-positive due
to non-negative optimal powers and parameters. However, the
objective function is the summation of individual rates which
are coupled by cluster bandwidth, which is not always negative
and thus not convex. Therefore, employing the utility of the
previous iteration relaxes this highly non-convex objective into
a linear function of bandwidths.
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